An endpoint estimate for some maximal operators Daniel M. Oberlin Suppose is a nite positive Borel measure on R n . It is proved in DR] that if the Fourier transform of satis es a decay estimate is boundedon L p (R n ) for 1 < p < 1. On the other hand, Theorem 4
in C2] states that if is the Lebesgue measure n;1 on the unit sphere n;1 in R n , then (2) maps H 1 (R n ) i n to L 1 1 (R n ). The purpose of this paper is to adapt the method of C2] to prove an H 1 -L 1 1 result for (2) requiring, in the spirit of DR], only a certain decay of^ .
Theorem. Suppose is a nite positive Borel measure on R n with support in ;1 1] n . If j^ ( )j Cj j ;n=2 then (2) maps H 1 (R n ) into L 1 1 (R n ).
As indicated, our proof follows the method of proof of Theorem 4 of C2]. Our view is that the interest of this paper lies as much in a demonstration of the exibility of that method (see C2, Remark 7.2]) as in our result. Although many o f the details di er, the main novelty here lies in the use of the auxiliary functions ' N to handle the control (see (7)) of
The proof in C2] used the curvature of the support of n;1 in the analogous estimate. Our argument proceeds, albeit in the same spirit, with no knowledge of aside from the decay of^ . But we pay by requiring a higher rate of decay -^ n;1 ( ) decays, as is well-known, like j j (1;n)=2 . Still, there exist singular measures on R n satisfying our Proof. In the proof of Lemma 4.1 of C2], simply replace 8 by 2 n and interpret dyadic in the n-dimensional Euclidean sense (instead of the parabolic sense in R 2 ).
Notation. If Q is a dyadic cube in R n with side-length 2 j , write (Q) to stand for j. If 2 Z, l e t R be the collection of dyadic cubes Q R n with (Q) = . Finally, if Q 2 R , de ne Q = Q + ;2 2 ] n . Thus Q is the union of 3 n cubes in R . Lemma 2. (cf. C2, Lemma 5.1]) Suppose given the following: some > 0, a collection S of pairwise disjoint dyadic cubes S R n , a nite collection C of dyadic cubes Q R n such that each Q 2 C is contained in some S = S(Q) 2 S, and for each Q 2 C a positive number Q . Then there exist a measurable E R n and a function : C ! Z such that a) jEj 3 n ( ;1 P
The proof is an adaptation of (and simpler than) that of Lemma 5.1 in C2]. But we give the details for completeness and for the convenience of the reader. Let m = m i n f (Q)g. Find 0 2 Z such that X Q < 2 n 0 0 > maxf (Q)g : The proof is a stopping time argument on the descending parameter and proceeds by dividing C into disjoint subcollections C 1 and C 2 . We begin with = 0 ; 1 and de ne, for q 2 R ,
Say that q 2 R is \selected at step " if (q) > 2 n :
Put into C 1 every Q such that Q q for some q selected at step , a n d for such Q de ne (3) (Q) = maxf1 + 1 + (S(Q))g :
Next, put into C 2 every Q 2 C C 1 such that (Q) > -such a Q will actually satisfy (Q) = + 1 -and for such Q de ne (4) (Q) = 1 + (S(Q)) :
Note that (3) and (4) guarantee that (c) holds. Now replace by ;1 and repeat the process with
(The last equality holds because Q 2 C 2 at the beginning of step implies (Q) + 2 . ) After the step = m we will have C = C 1 C 2 and de ned on all of C. Next de ne
Then, since distinct selected q are disjoint, jE 1 j 3 n X q selected 2 n (q) < 3 n X q selected (q) (q) 3 n X Q :
Now a) follows since jS j = 3 n jSj.
If ( The proof of (7) Thus, letting ' N j (x) = 2 ;nj ' N (2 ;j x), (7) will follow from the estimates, uniform in N, With (11) and (12) this gives (10) and completes the proof of our theorem.
